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Mystery man Douglas Post is back at Victory

Gardens with a new thriller, Blissfield, which runs
September 15 to October 22. BY RACHEL BENOIT
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Kevin Gudahl in Victory
Gardens’ Blissfield
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tart with a mysterious death
in a small Midwestern town.
Add a handful of shady characters who knew the deceased,
one or two pillars of the community with a lot to lose,
and the girl next door, and
you’ve got the ingredients of a basic potboiler.
Now, what if it were
brewing in your old
hometown,
where
people and places are
suddenly unrecognizable, and treachery
threatens to obscure
all your happy childhood memories?
Welcome to Blissfield, Douglas Post’s
latest tale of death and
deception. Two of Post’s
other premieres at Victory
Gardens (where he’s a playwrights’ ensemble member)
have also been thrillers: Earth
and Sky (1992)—since produced
in New York, Los Angeles, London, and on a British tour—and
Murder in Green Meadows (1995).
Post’s other plays span a number of genres
and subjects, and he has written several musicals
(including The Wind in the Willows, which has been
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produced at more than 150 theaters nationwide). But the playwright
finds himself returning time and again to mystery.
“I like writing in that genre,” he explains, “because if you abide by the
rules of the form, and yet give audience members a story that is going to
engage them, you can subvert the form to your own serious political or
spiritual or philosophical ends. But it’s a form I’ve gotten away from for
a while.”
The idea for Blissfield began taking shape ten years ago, but Post first
Playwright
Douglas Post completed several “assignments to himself” so that he could do something different. Drowning Sorrows, a romance, had its Victory Gardens
(below);
premiere in 1996. The urban comedy Forty-Two Stories was produced for
Martha
Chicago Theatres on the Air, and a political drama, Somebody Foreign, ran
Lavey and
as part of last spring’s Prop Thtr New Plays series. “But in each of these
Stacey
Guastaferro plays,” admits the writer, “there was a mystery running through it. So
even though I attempted to get away from the form, I didn’t go too far.”
in Post’s
The elements of drama, politics, romance, and community life in these
1992 play
plays have all been brought to Blissfield. Carter Bartosek (played by Kevin
Earth and
Gudahl), a foreign correspondent in his late 30s, returns home to BlissSky
field, Illinois, to attend the funeral of Dan Harper, his onetime best
(opposite)
friend. Harper was a successful and charismatic man, a former congressman who had himself come
home to run for mayor. He
eventually took his own life, so
the story goes, but Carter isn’t
convinced.
The town has been completely transformed in the
correspondent’s
absence.
Where there was once abandoned industry and economic
decline, there is now a new crop
of high-tech corporations and a
quaintly refurbished Main
Street. Harper’s plans for a
community housing project
may have struck some as out of
place in this idyllic landscape—
but was it enough to get him
killed? Carter’s former classmates,
now
homeowners
concerned with property values
and businessmen with large
stakes in their city’s future,
would rather believe their friend
killed himself than pursue a
messy murder investigation.
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One thing is certain—Blissfield’s changing politics and economy have
produced new money, new fears, and, maybe, new motives for violence.
What do we gain in the name of prosperity, Douglas Post asks in this
play, and what do we give up? He notes, “[Ronald] Reagan said, ‘I want
you to ask yourself, are you better off now than you were four years ago?’
In a sense, I think he was encouraging us as a people to be less concerned
with the state of our nation, or our world, and to be more concerned with
our own material success and emotional satisfaction. I don’t think this is
necessarily a Republican trait, because now I hear Vice President Gore
saying exactly the same thing. That was the impetus for me to get to work
on Blissfield.”
Carter is tempted to seek a home and family in Blissfield, despite evidence that it’s no longer the happy hometown of his youth. He has a new
chance with the woman he has loved for years—who happens to be the
dead man’s ex-wife. “Carter is almost a reluctant detective,” Post
explains. “We all have those sacred places, whether they’re from our childhood, or college years—some period of time which we carry with us and
we protect. His childhood is being challenged. Part of him wants to look
into it, and part of him really doesn’t.”
It’s not the simple story of the detective coming in, finding the corpse,
and going about looking for the killer. Blissfield looks at the impact of
urban renewal on an intimate level, and the emotional attachment we
have to the places where we grew up. It looks like this case just got a lot
more complicated.

Rachel Benoit is a senior program editor for Stagebill in Chicago.
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